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Apple World Wide Developers Conference

from Macworld

Apple executives showed off

an operating system update
planned for next month, teased a mobile OS update slated
for the fall, and unveiled a cloud-based service for backing
up and syncing documents, photos, and music. The previews
came as part of the company’s Worldwide Developers Conference keynote, which kicked off the week-long meeting of iOS
and Mac developers in San Francisco
Read Macworld’s live keynote coverage:
www.macworld.com/article/160229/2011/06/
live_update.html?lsrc=newsalert

Much of the time spent on Lion covered features
Apple has already previewed. But there was some
new information -- a firmer release date and a price
for the next major version of the Mac operating system. It will
arrive in July and cost $30. Note that you’ll only be able to get
Lion from the Mac App Store.
www.macworld.com/article/160327/2011/06/
wwdc_2011_lion_revealed.html?lsrc=newsalert

Monday marked our first glimpse at iOS 5, which Apple plans to release in the fall. The company showed
off 10 of the 200 or so features planned for the update, highlighted by an overhauled notifications system and PC-free setup
and software updates.

www.macworld.com/article/160322/2011/06/
ios5.html?lsrc=newsalert

Monday’s keynote was capped off by Steve Jobs, who
demonstrated iCloud. That’s Apple’s new wireless data
sync service for iOS devices, Macs, and PCs. iCloud lets
users sync contacts, calendars, and mail across devices. They’ll also
be able to access iTunes Store purchases.
www.macworld.com/article/160325/2011/06/apple_introduces
_icloud.html?lsrc=newsalert

more WWDC coverage on p.6

Bureaucracy On The Cutting Edge

For more and more federal workers, the
BlackBerry’s out and the iPhone’s in
05.31.11
Michael S. Rosenwald, Washington Post

Somewhere in America, perhaps at this very moment, a

bad guy is under video surveillance. He is being watched, evJim Wilson/The New York Times
ery movement, every step -- but not on a little TV. That’s so
2009. Instead, a special agent from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives is keeping tabs on an iPad.
This is not a movie. This is not a Steve Jobs dream. This is the
federal government 2.0, where technology upgrades no longer come at a “Little House on the Prairie” pace. Even President
Obama, a BlackBerry devotee, has upgraded. He now owns an
iPad, and it has been seen on his desk and under his arm.
The flashy consumer products that have been adopted in
the corporate workforce -- upending BlackBerrys for iPhones,
Microsoft Outlook for Gmail, and lately laptops for iPads -- are
now invading the federal government. The State Department.
The Army. The Department of Veterans Affairs. NASA. The General Services Administration is in the process of moving 17,000
employees onto Gmail.
The stakes are huge. The change may damage companies
long associated with Washington work culture, but officials
say the shift will make workers more productive while slashing billions from the $80 billion spent annually on information technology. The government is trying to keep up with
federal workers’ interest in the new gadgets.
“The demand we are seeing now in the last 90 days has
been just extraordinary,” said Tim Hoechst, chief technology
officer at Agilex Technologies, which is helping federal agencies integrate Apple products into workforces. (Like other
contractors racing to meet demand, Agliex practices what
it preaches; it has replaced its sign-in book at the reception
desk with an iPad.) “It’s like everybody is saying, ‘This is really
happening here now.’ ”

From Home To Work

Analysts and government officials say the demand for
consumer technologies is coming from two directions. At the
top, agency directors and senior officials are using iPads, Android phones or Web-based e-mail in their personal lives and
asking IT administrators why they can’t use them at work. But
the bigger push is coming from frontline workers, who see
the value consumer technology could add to their working
life, making them more mobile and less tied to an office.
“People have better access to information technology at
their homes than they do at work, and that’s especially true
in the public sector,” said Vivek Kundra, the federal government’s chief information officer. “If you look at the average
school kid, he or she probably has better technology in his

Continued on page 2

Apple laptops, AppleCare
dominate
Consumer Reports rankings
05.25.11
Lex Friedman, Macworld.com

Consumer Reports really likes

Apple’s laptops; its tests found that
Apple’s MacBook Pro and MacBook
Air were the best 17-inch, 15-inch,
13-inch and 11-inch laptops available. And, based on the results of a
reader survey, the publication also
ranks AppleCare as far better than
any of Apple’s competitors’ tech
support offerings.
The publication compared only
three 11-inch laptops, but the 11inch MacBook Air’s score of 62
points on the Consumer Reports
scale beat out competitors from Gateway and HP by six and 13 points, respectively. In the 13-inch category, Apple
laptops took the top five spots: The 13inch MacBook Air came in first, followed
by three configurations of the 13-inch
MacBook Pro and the current standard
configuration 13-inch MacBook. The
highest rated non-Apple laptop in the
category is the Sony VAIO, which scored
66 points—ten fewer than the 13-inch
MacBook Air achieved.
In the 15-inch category, MacBook Pros
took the top three rankings, scoring 78,
77, and 76 points for the 2.53GHz Core i5,
2GHz Core i7, and 2.4GHz Core i5 models,
respectively. And in ranking the biggest
laptops of the bunch, Consumer Reports
said that two models of the 17-inch MacBook Pro edge out competition from the
HP Pavilion and Dell XPS.
Apple’s competitors can take some
solace in that the company didn’t even
make the list for Consumer Reports’s
best 14-inch laptops—though the fact
that Apple doesn’t make a 14-inch laptop may have something to do with
that. Of course, several of the Mac laptops that Consumer Reports tested for
these ratings were actually older models,
including 13-, 15-, and 17-inch MacBook
Pro models from mid-2010, in addition to
some of the early-2011 editions. Apple
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or her backpack than most of us do in
government offices.”
And employees are no longer taking no for an answer. A recent Forrester
Research study showed 35 percent of
workers in the United States either buy
their own smartphone for work, use
unsanctioned Web sites or download
unapproved applications on a work
computer. Why? Twenty four percent
of do-it-yourselfers say the technology
is better than what their job provides.
Thirty-six percent say they need it, and
their employer won’t provide an alternative. And nearly 40 percent say they
use it at home and, well, they want it at
work, too.
“This is about innovation and it’s about
bringing new ideas and new ways of doing things into the workforce,” said Ted
Schadler, an analyst for Forrester Research,
which studies tech trends in the government and corporate world. “People now
have easy access to technology that can
solve problems.”
Kundra, the U.S. top information officer, said, “The line between work and
home in terms of technology is beginning to blur.” Asked what he typically
hears from workers about governmentor corporate-provided technology, Kundra said, “It’s not a question of whether
they don’t like it. They despise it.”
So many consumer devices are being
brought in by federal workers that Rep.
Darrell Issa (R- Calif.), chairman of the
House Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform, recently voiced his
concern about authorized uses in a rather surreal hearing, in which he held up
an iPad and asked a White House official,
“Are any of these carried into the White
House?” When the official answered yes,
Issa replied, “So people carry a product
which circumvents your entire system
by going to the AT&T network on a
daily basis in the White House, isn’t that
true?” Eventually, the official conceded
that was true. Issa said he is concerned
about what it means for presidential recordkeeping. His office did not respond
to a request for comment.

Kundra’s answer to the issue of
people using unauthorized devices
is simple: Give them what they
want. Like many federal workers, he
carries two devices -- a BlackBerry (for
work stuff ) and an iPhone (for personal
stuff ). And like many people, Kundra says
he wants to be a “one-device guy.” He
recently began pondering a radical idea
with federal agencies: Let workers use
whatever mobile device they want, apply
strict security settings, and have the government pay a stipend for service. Agencies and cabinet departments, with the
help of companies like Agilex, could then
build apps for internal employee use and
distribute them on private app stores.
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Potential Savings

The shift to consumer technologies
is also about controlling costs: By moving to cloud-based e-mail with Google,
the GSA says it will cut expenses by 50
percent over the next five years by not
having to maintain its own servers and
pay for expensive updates to software.
The Agriculture Department is also
moving its e-mail to the cloud, though
with a competing product from Microsoft, which is going head-to-head with
Google on many cloud initiatives. The
USDA says it will save about $6 million a
year with the switch.
The new system is “always updated,”
said Casey Coleman, the GSA’s chief information officer. “It’s always refreshed.
It’s always modern.”
And GSA workers can easily access
their e-mail from iPhone or Android devices, which the agency is testing.
The adoption of these consumer devices,
though still modest in size, has been
widespread across a variety of agencies.
At ATF, there are about 50 iPads or iPhones in use, and the number could increase to 100 soon. At the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, the 1,000
BlackBerrys used last year have dropped
to about 700 as workers picked other
smartphones. The State Department is
testing iPads. Congress now allows iPads
and iPhones on the House floor.
And the Department of Veterans Affairs
is getting ready to allow its clinicians to
choose an iPad or iPhone instead of a
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BlackBerry. VA chief information officer Roger Baker said not
offering access to consumer devices threatened to harm the
department’s services by making it an undesirable place for
young, bright doctors to work. “The more we say no, the more
stodgy we would look,” Baker said. “So we had to figure out a
way to say yes.”
As iPhones, iPads and Android devices pop up more in
government, it could spell further trouble for Research in Motion, the maker of the BlackBerry, whose market share fell
from 21 percent in 2009 to 14 percent last year.
Analysts say RIM focused too much on its highly secure
e-mail service instead of building a flexible application platform on which users and developers could innovate to make
customers’ working lives more mobile and productive. The
company also was late to the booming tablet market, which
so far is dominated by Apple, with interest also bubbling in a
slew of Android entrants.
“The best way I can describe BlackBerry is as a one-trick
pony,” said Charlie Wolf, an analyst for Needham & Co., an
investment bank. “The one trick was their secure messaging
platform. Management has yet to understand that the world
has changed. They didn’t understand that it was a software
game going forward.”
For their part, RIM executives say they are making great strides
in expanding developer interest in an updated version of the
BlackBerry platform. And though a variety of third-party companies have popped up with services claiming to make iPhones
and Android devices as secure as BlackBerrys, Theron Dodson, a
senior RIM executive, said, “This is harder than it looks.”
At the same time, RIM quietly announced it was providing a
new service allowing iPhones and Android devices to connect
to its secure e-mail system. That was a tacit admission, analysts
say, of the brutal challenges posed by Apple and Google.
“The rise of consumer technology in the enterprise -- it’s
here,” Kundra said. “It’s happening as we speak.”
Thanks to Ray for this article!

Scam targets Apple App Store customers
05.25.11
Lance Whitney, cnet News

scammers seem to be employing the usual shotgun
approach, targeting many people in hopes of hitting
a certain percentage who actually just bought something through the App Store, Sean Sullivan, a security
adviser at F-Secure, told CNET today.

Scam
F-Secure offers this image of a scam e-mail.
(Credit: Screenshot by CNET)
Sullivan explained that he doesn’t believe F-Secure has any
evidence that the scammers had actual knowledge of who
made App Store purchase.
“I think it’s probably coincidental timing is all that we can
say at this point,” Sullivan said. “And the customers who sent
this to us did so because of the concern that they wanted to
double-check.
The fake e-mail contains a link that people are supposed to
click to see their order information. But instead, the link takes
them to an online drugstore.
The scam doesn’t seem to deliver any actual malware, at
least nothing that F-Secure noted. And the security firm was
surprised that people weren’t directed to a phony Apple App
Store page where they’d be prompted to enter their Apple
account credentials.
The scam itself doesn’t appear to be widespread at this point
but is instead based on a number of e-mails that F-Secure has
received from multiple customers who received the message
after having made a recent App Store purchase.
This latest scam follows another recent ploy in which people
are prompted to click on a link in an e-mail that promises
news about the iPhone 5. Described by tech site MacRumors,
the link instead triggers an executable file that likely delivers
a payload of malware.
An Apple representative declined to immediately comment.

One of the latest scams floating around cyberspace is

aimed at people who recently bought items at Apple’s App
Store.
As described yesterday by security vendor F-Secure, scammers
are sending out phony messages to users claiming that a recent
order at Apple’s App Store has been cancelled.
F-Secure’s blog post intimated that the scam was specifically targeting actual App Store customers. But instead the
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Dad, do you like baked apples?
Yes son, why?
The orchard’s on fire.

TarMac
Tips
Tips for dealing with
professional print shops
05.18.11
Marco Tabini, Macworld.com

more accessible to customers with simpler needs and tighter budgets.
Therefore, before ducking into your
nearest print shop or scouring through
the Yellow Pages for a local printer, it’s a
good idea to check Google for one that
does most of its business online. You’d
be surprised at how easy it can be to
deal with them, and amazed by the great
variety of products they are capable of
producing. In many cases, you’ll also find
that the quality of the end product is as
good as the one you would get from a
local provider, but at a lower price.
Note that many printers you'll find via
Google, are also local providers in their
communities—maybe your community—so while you may want to support
your local printer, consider the possibility
that your local vendor also does business
online.

The printing industry is a curious mix Know your files
of old and new—a world rich with history that harks back hundreds of years,
but relies on technology that changes
and improves all the time.
The bad part is that dealing with the
challenges presented by a print job—
from business cards to posters—can be
difficult, particularly if you have never
worked with a print shop before and
don’t have the budget to contract a professional to handle the process for you.
The good part is that you probably have
all the tools you need to produce excellent printed materials already installed
on your Mac, so the real trick in establishing a successful relationship with
your print provider is to know what
questions to ask. For example, does your
chosen vendor accept online jobs? Is
your job in a format that your printer
can handle? Have you chosen the right
paper for the job? Do you have a preference for digital or offset printing for
your job?

Consider your options

When it comes to printing, your choice
of providers is virtually unlimited; while
many professional print shops continue,
even in this day and age, to cater primarily to professionals in the field of design,
many have at least attempted to simplify their processes in order to become

The first important step toward a
successful print job is sending your
documents in the right format. Most
online print providers have become
adept at accepting a wide range of
files—from Microsoft Word documents
to bitmap images, but most of these
formats have a number of pitfalls.
For example, Word documents only
render properly if all the fonts they
contain are installed on the host machine, which may not be the case for
the computer your printer uses. Bitmap fonts, on the other hand, only
support a fixed resolution and could
make text and line art appear jagged.
The golden standard, then, is to use a
format that leaves as little to chance as
possible. In the past, this meant using
something like Adobe’s Encapsulated
PostScript (EPS), but, these days, almost
every printer will accept PDF files. And
this, of course, is great news for us Mac
users, since OS X supports PDF natively,
making producing perfect documents
much easier.

Find the right paper

I’ve said this before, but let me repeat
this important point: when it comes to
printing, all things being equal, choosing the right paper for your job is probably one of the most important decisions
you’ll make.

There are four important factors
to consider. The first is the color
of the paper—even “white” could
mean a number of different shades and
hues, with those tending towards yellow
(like ivory or cream) being better suited to
formal products, like invitations or greeting cards, while cooler whites are more
appropriate for image reproduction.
The second element to keep in mind is
weight. Heavier paper—made of thicker
stock—is perfect for documents composed of individual sheets, like posters, pictures, or business cards. Thinner
paper is usually better for multi-page
documents, but the lighter the stock,
the cheaper it will feel in your hands.
Your third choice will be one of shine.
Glossy paper brings out the vibrance in
colors, which makes it particularly appropriate for photographs and art. Matte
paper, on the other hand, produces a
more readable output by reducing glare
and reflection, and is therefore better
for text. Glossy paper also tends to be
more difficult to write on—something
to keep in mind if you’re printing things
like reply cards or forms.
Finally, you’ll have to decide whether
you want your paper coated. Coatings
make paper more resilient to scratches
and scuff, ensuring that it continues to
look better for longer periods of time.
Understand how your documents are
printed
Printers will typically print your
documents using one of two methods:
digital or offset.
Digital printing is performed using machines
that compose each document directly
from its digital representation—basically,
the same way the printer in your office
does. Obviously, print shops use professional equipment which produce better-looking
output than your personal inkjet, but, generally speaking, a digital press trades quality in
favour of speed and cost.
Offset printing, on the other hand,
works by first etching your document
onto a set of metallic plates (typically
one for each primary color), and then
using the plates to transfer ink onto paper in the right places.
Offset printers produce much better
output then their digital counterparts,
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print shops
but are much more complex—and,
therefore, expensive—to operate. To
put things in perspective, it’s not unusual for one of these machines to require
hundreds of wasted sheets of paper to
“make ready,” that is, to uniformly ink up
all the plates so that they can be used
for printing the final product.
To make offset printing more affordable,
providers sometimes collect several
jobs from different clients together onto
a single, large sheet design—a process
known as gang-run printing. This can
give you access to a better quality print
job at a reasonable price, but at the cost
of longer wait times.

for this software is MacShield, and as
with the other names appears to be a
drop-in change to the same interface
used in the other malware. Unfortunately, beside being confusing to users, this
naming scheme is adversely affecting
legitimate Mac developers who have
provided constructive software packages to Mac users over the years.

MacDefender taking on more
names of legitimate software
packages
06.03.11
Topher Kessler, cnet Reviews

The MacDefender developers

are
continuing to uphold their criminal attempts to steal Mac users’ information
by changing the name of their scam
software yet again. So far they have
been using the naming scheme of the
word “Mac” followed by a security-related word such as Defender, Security, or
Protector. The latest name to be used
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1. Did you install this?

Embrace the process

Despite its many quirks and the
sometimes odd mashing together of
old and new technologies, the world of
professional printing is easier to navigate now than ever, particularly given
the way the Internet has simplified the
process. Mac users are particularly lucky
when it comes to dealing with professional printers, because OS X and its
apps can handle all the right file formats
with ease.
Armed with a little knowledge, going
from digital file to fine printed product
should be easy and inexpensive; with a
little planning, the look of crisp, fresh ink
on paper is just a few clicks away.

switch to another with a new interface and approach to fool Mac
users.
As these changes to malware are
happening, Apple and legitimate malware detection companies will undoubtedly update their malware definitions
to detect these threats, but the best
approach to securing one’s system is to
develop some street smarts
when browsing the Web. If you
see a warning or a scan result
appear on your screen that you
did not expect, as yourself the
following questions:

The new variant of MacDefender is the
same scam software but uses the name
“Mac Shield”.
The name MacDefender was originally
the Web site name for the developers of
the geocaching tools GCStatistic, DTmatrix, GPXFilter, BuildGPX, and GEDCOMmod, all of which are legitimate tools
for managing GPS waypoints and other
GPS data for geocaching activities. In addition, the new name MacShield of the
latest malware variant is the same name
for the legitimate security software created by Centurion Technologies.
Beside these two, there are other Mac
developers that have used a similar naming scheme and who therefore may also
fall victim to confusion by the scammers.
Prominent ones include MacScan and
MacKeeper, both of which are legitimate
malware removal tools for OS X.
Ultimately these name changes just
demonstrate that the malware developers are milking their product for all they
can, but in addition it serves as a warning that malware developers can use
any name or scheme to mask their attempts and try to coerce users into their
traps. While currently they are using the
one naming scheme, they could easily

Know what is on your computer, and if you did not install a scanner or a program
you suspect, then close it
down and check it out by
searching the Web or visiting support forums like the
Apple Support Communities
to see whether or not others
are seeing the same messages.

2. Is it a Web page?

Close all browsers on your system to see
if the scan or warning goes away. If so
then you know it was a scam and should
not be trusted.

3. Do the mentioned files exists?

Many scam software attempts will claim
they found infected software, or are trying to access specific files on your system and will even list those files. Perform
a spotlight search to see if these files exist on your system (they likely will not).
Even if a scanner appears legitimate, if
you find you have to provide something
to the scanner in order for it to complete
its job (even an admin password), then
it should not be trusted.

4. Is it asking you for something?

The biggest way to spot a scam is to see
whether or not the warning is ultimately
asking you for something. Does it want
you to upgrade, pay for a license, install
a program, or visit a specific Web site?
If so, then do not trust it and close it
down.

WWDC
Apple Flexes Muscle in WWDC 2011 Keynote
Apple World Wide Developers Conference

06.06.11
Adam C. Engst, TidBits

More Coverage
Of WWDC

If there is any doubt remaining about Apple’s ability to drive the

future of the computing industry, the three massive announcements at today’s Worldwide Developer Conference keynote (now
available for live streaming) should put it to rest. In the space of
two hours, Apple CEO Steve Jobs and a team of other Apple executives discussed and demoed Mac OS X Lion, iOS 5, and the company’s new iCloud service. In past years, and by the yardstick of
what nearly any other company would do, any one of these platforms — for each truly is a platform upon which developers will be
building innovative new applications and services — would have
made for a worthy announcement in its own right.
By announcing three major platforms, Apple has flexed its
muscle in three totally different spaces: desktop computing,
where the traditional competition has come from Microsoft’s
Windows; mobile computing, where Apple must contend with
Google’s Android while continuing to dismantle the hold on
the market that RIM’s BlackBerry once held; and cloud computing, where Apple is finally offering a developer-extensible service that competes with services from Google, Yahoo, Facebook,
and others. That’s impressive, and honestly, a little intimidating
for those of us who follow the company and have to try to
make sense of increasingly frequent and significant changes.
But there’s no need to divine Apple’s place in the market purely
on the basis of announcements of future products, since we can’t
actually evaluate Lion until sometime in July and iOS for another few
months after that. As is the company’s habit, the WWDC keynote
featured a number of statistics about Apple’s business, and while
you have to assume the numbers are carefully picked to paint Apple
in the best possible light, there’s also no reason to disbelieve them.
WWDC itself gave us one of those benchmarks — although
the conference has sold out in recent years, last year it sold
out in 8 days, whereas all 5200 tickets were gone in 2 days this
year. Jobs even apologized for turning people away, saying
that Apple would like to let more people in, but can’t find a
larger venue that’s appropriate. The popularity of WWDC indicates that developers believe Apple’s platforms are not just
interesting technically, but worthy of basing a business on.
To support that point, Apple took pains to note that there are
some 425,000 apps on the iOS App Store, more than 90,000 of
which are specifically designed for the iPad. The app download
count has now exceeded 14 billion. And even more tellingly,
Apple said they had paid out over $2.5 billion to iOS app developers. Even if that payout is extremely disproportionately distributed, as it undoubtedly is, it’s still one heck of a large business ecosystem for Apple to have created from thin air.
However, for the Mac App Store, Apple avoided giving overall numbers, claiming that it is now the top channel for buying
desktop computer software, beating out Best Buy, Walmart,
and Office Depot. Instead, Apple provided a few largely rela-

tive data points, noting that Autodesk’s Sketchbook has
gained 1 million new users thanks to the Mac App Store
(compared to how many before?), game publisher Feral
has doubled its overall revenue since going to the Mac App
Store (doubled from what?), and Pixelmator made $1 million
in the first twenty days en route to quadrupling its revenue.
Similarly, for the iBookstore, Apple merely boasted of signing up
the six major publishers and the fact that customers have downloaded over 130 million books. Since Apple likes to trumpet unit
sales and revenue numbers, whereas the download numbers
could be largely free titles, that says to me (and this matches our
iBookstore experience with Take Control) that the iBookstore isn’t
seeing truly amazing sales. That’s too bad, especially in light of Amazon’s recent announcement that Kindle-format books are now
outselling print books. Our feeling is that ebooks have turned a
corner recently, with reader expectations continuing to rise.
Of course, despite the smaller businesses like the iBookstore
and Mac App Store, the Big Kahuna remains the iTunes Music
Store, which now offers 18 million songs and has sold over 15
billion songs since it was founded. iTunes is far and away the
largest retailer of music in the world now.
And although Apple is still working out integration problems
— the company just today made it possible to buy from the
iBookstore in iTunes on the Mac, for instance, and you still can’t
read an EPUB file in a Mac application from Apple — part of the
reason for Apple’s success stems from the 225 million iTunes
accounts (or Apple IDs) that can be used to purchase from any
one of Apple’s various stores. Very few companies can boast of
such a large number of customers who buy direct rather than
through a reseller that manages the retail relationship.
If there’s any question that Apple is no longer just the computer
company that makes that cute Macintosh computer, Apple announced that the company has sold over 200 million iOS devices, 25
million of which are iPads. Apple previously said that the iPad sold
15 million units in 9 months of 2010, meaning that Apple has sold
10 million more iPads in the first six months of 2011, even with the
slowdown in sales early in 2011 as people waited for the iPad 2.
But don’t count the Mac out; there are now 54 million active
Mac users worldwide, and Apple is selling 3 to 4 million Macs every
quarter. Apple said that the Mac market grew 28 percent in the last
quarter from the previous year while claiming that the PC market shrank 1 percent in the comparable time frame. We’ve come
a long way since the early days of the Mac, though, and the trend
of laptops outselling desktops continues to accelerate, with the
MacBook, MacBook Air, and MacBook Pro models accounting for
nearly three-quarters (73 percent) of all Apple’s sales, whereas the
Mac mini, iMac, and Mac Pro make up only 27 percent of sales.
As I said, Apple naturally tends to gloss over numbers that
aren’t favorable, so there was no mention of the uptake for
Apple’s much-ignored music social networking service Ping,
and while Jobs made some surprisingly disparaging comments about MobileMe, he never said anything about how
many users it had. We shouldn’t be surprised — this is Apple’s party, and they’re not going to rain on their own parade,
which is growing larger and more impressive by the minute.
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Apple Orders Technicians to
Feign Ignorance About
Mac Malware
Jobs and company hope to keep
customers ignorant of the truth
05.20.11
Jason Mick,DailyTech (Blog)

Apple, Inc. long had the good fortune

(from a certain perspective) of not being
very popular with consumers and thus
gaining security through obscurity. With
millions of Macs in the wild and Apple
sitting pretty in fourth place in PC sales,
though, the company is seeing an increasing number of malware attacks.

I. The Customers Want the Truth? They
Can’t HANDLE the Truth!

In response to these attacks Apple has
reportedly implemented a policy which is
equal measures bizarre and baffling -- it’s
telling technicians to adopt a “don’t ask
don’t tell” policy with regards to customers complaints about malware, feigning
ignorance on the topic.
An Apple Store Genius (store technician) leaked internal documents to ArsTechnica. One memo reads:
Apple Internal Use Only - Issue/Investigation in Progress - Confidential Information - Do Not Disclose Externally
Symptoms
Customers may call AppleCare to report
and issue with malware (trojan) software
known as Mac Defender or Mac Security, or because they are concerned that
their Mac could become infected. The
name may vary as new variants are released onto the internet. This malware
is installed from malicious websites.
Products Affected
Mac OS X 10.4 - Mac OS 10.6
A second memo adds:
Important
1. Do not confirm or deny that any such
software has been installed.
2. Do not attempt to remove or uninstall
any malware software.
3. Do not send escalations or contact
Tier 2 for support about removing the
software or provide impact data.

4. Do not refer customers to the Apple
Retail Store. The ARS does not provide
any additional support for malware.
The disgusted Apple employee is quoted
as stating,“Frankly, it’s Social Engineering at it’s
finest. In some respects, I feel a little bad for
the people hit by this, but at the same time, I
can’t help but be frustrated that people inherently trust everything they’re prompted to do
on their machines. The beauty of Mac OS X is
its security model. That people blindly enter a
password is going to be the undoing of it.”
(The employee’s comments allude to
that Apple’s OS requires users to verify
installations using a feature similar to
the UAC found in Windows 7.)

II. How Widespread is the problem?

Andy says that in the past about 0.2
percent of service Macs were suffering
from some kind of malware -- “most always DNS trojans.” Now that number
soared to around 5.8 percent, mostly
thanks to MacDefender -- a trojan
that DailyTech previously reported on.
The employee states, “There’s been a
very real uptick in the number of malware instances we’ve seen.”
“With regard to how the company is dealing with it, the answer is not very well,”he adds.
“As you know, OS X requires an admin user
to authenticate and OK the install for pretty
much anything that’s not drag and drop. The
response has been a case of ‘they installed it,
so it’s not our problem.’ Until something that
makes use of a zero-day exploit hits, I really
doubt that we’re going to do anything, technology wise, to address this.”
But is the OS X security model really
superior to Windows 7?
Famed Mac security expert Charlie
Miller, who won multiple years for the
fast Mac hack at Pwn2Own, comments,
“Mac OS X is no more secure than any
other operating system. It has vulnerabilities, and it will let you download and
run malware. The difference is that there
simply isn’t that much malware written for it. The bad guys have focused all
their energies at Windows, which makes
up the vast majority of the computers
out there. However, as market share for
Macs continues to inch up, that equation is going to change and bad guys
will begin to focus in on Macs, if that
hasn’t already started to happen. And as
I mentioned above, Macs are no more

inherently secure than Windows,
so when the bad guys decide to
go after them with gusto, it’ll get
ugly fast.”
Other hackers have also commented that
OS X 10.6 (“Snow Leopard”) has inferior security to Windows 7. To boot, Apple doesn’t
provide users with free antimalware software like Microsoft Corp. (MSFT) does.
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III. How Long Can Apple Keep up the
Charade?

In recent months botnet-forming
worms and trojans have targeted OS
X. Most of these pieces of malware
have been amateurish efforts, though,
or works in progress. Nonetheless it remains a very real possibility that Apple
could one day see a serious attack.
The question remains how long Apple can
continue to manage to deceive its customers and obfuscate the fact that its platform has
malware on it, and that the threat is growing.
But the line still seems to be working
on the most gullible of Mac users. For example in our coverage of the MacDefender infection one pro-Apple commentator
and self proclaimed “expert”, “TonySwash”
wrote: In the real world actual and successful malware attacks on Macs are virtually unknown, and if there are any at all
the number is vanishingly small.
The really embarrassing thing is not that
Windows get’s all that malware, that’s just
the result of piss poor design decisions
going back decades, what’s really shameful is the way that some Windows fans
choose to deal with this reality. They deny
it. It’s not Microsoft or Windows faults (sic),
it’s everybody’s problem, or if it’s not everybody’s problem then its some sort of
perverse reflection of Windows strength.
Eventually Apple may have to face the
music, though, particularly if customers
take legal action against it for feigning
ignorance, now that corporate documents have revealed that Apple is well
aware of the attacks on its platform.
There’s plenty of things you can fault
Microsoft and the Windows platform for,
but one thing you can say in their favor
is that at least when they encounter
malware they try to help customers and
counter rather than claiming their products are “magic” and have no problems.

Continued from page 2

Apple laptops, AppleCare dominate
Consumer Reports rankings
probably doesn’t mind too much, since
even the older Pros were enough to
beat out competitors, but one imagines
a few tears are being shed (or hairs are
being pulled) at Dell, Gateway, HP, and
the rest.
Consumer Reports also published its
latest rankings, based on reader surveys, for tech support and Apple took
first place there, too. Readers awarded
AppleCare a score of 86 points, dwarfing the competition; Lenovo/IBM came
in second place with just 61 points. Both
Apple’s phone-based and online support scored the magazine’s highest possible ratings, which no other company
achieved in either category. Readers
also reported that 80 percent of their
technical issues were solved by Apple’s
tech support, while the next best companies—IBM and Dell—solved issues
only 57 percent of the time.
Consumer Reports has long had mixed
affections for Apple; while the company’s computers have often come out
well, the publication notoriously refused
to endorse the iPhone 4 in the wake of
Antennagate, despite the device’s otherwise high ranking.

Intel Preps 1.7GHz and
1.8GHz Processors Suitable
for Next MacBook Air
05.20.11
Arnold Kim, MacRumors

CPU World reports

that Intel is working on three new ULV (ultra low voltage)
Sandy Bridge processors due later this
year (via Electronista).

The three new processors increase the
clock speed over their existing Sandy
Bridge ULV processors from 1.4-1.6GHz
to 1.7-1.8GHz while keeping the TDP
(thermal design power) at 17 Watts. The
TDP is one of the key factors in Apple’s
ability to fit these processors into their
ultra-portable MacBook Air. At 17 Watts,
these processors could indeed be used
in Apple’s MacBook Air.
We previously highlighted Intel’s currently shipping ULV processors as likely
candidates for the next MacBook Air.
These unreleased processors are obviously even more attractive candidates
with turbo boost speeds up to 2.7-2

.9GHz. The new processors are
listed here:
CPU World has no word on the
launch date of these processors, but Apple’s been known to receive Intel parts
earlier than other manufacturers. The
MacBook Air is rumored to be launching
in the June-July timeframe. Any of the
Sandy Bridge ULV processors would represent a significant boost over the existing MacBook Air processors which are
still using the Core 2 Duo processors.
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